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Thai farmers on Free v. Fair Trade
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Media skirts real issue between
McCain & Obama
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Activists for “Democracy Now” at impasse with KRCC & CC
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At center, TOONS owner Eric Verlo, who helped to organize a town-hall style community meeting to consider bringing the radio program “Democracy Now” to CC’s radio station, the
NPR-afﬁliated KRCC. At left, The Toilet Paper publisher Noel Black next to KRCC radio host Vicki Gregor. At right, a community member takes part in the forum.

Niki Jones
Guest Writer

The lingering controversy over whether
to bring “Democracy Now” to Colorado
Springs radio came to a head on Monday
night. TOONS owner Eric Verlo joined
Pikes Peak Media Action, a local alliance

for support of alternative media, in organizing a community meeting at All Souls
Unitarian Universalist Church ostensibly
concerning Amy Goodman’s nationally
recognized activist news program.
The issue has been deliberated in local liberal activist circles for years, and a

primary goal of the meeting was to bring
the controversy into a broader public
light. In this, the meeting aimed to bring
together Colorado College students and
faculty, KRCC staff, members and listeners, and any concerned community
members for a panel discussion.

Though well attended, the turnout
was not as successful as the organizers
had hoped. There was present neither a
representative for Colorado College nor
KRCC—the college’s National Public
Radio afﬁliated radio station—to answer

Continued on page 3

Debater in Nationals against Irish New Orleans spirit alive in Denver Fair trade coffee
ment.
The Irish Debates is an anGuest Writer
nual tournament recognized
CC Caitlyn Ross will stand be- by the NPDA (National Parliafore judges from the Irish De- mentary Debate Association)
and is a part
bates on March
of the National
24, and thus the
Debate TournaNational Debate
ment. “Ireland
To u r n a m e n t
has a huge dewill commence
bate tradition,”
at 4:30 PM Pasaid Ross, and
ciﬁc time.
she is prepared
Ross
will
to compete.
stand alongside
Ross
said
two powerful
that her coach
debate champiBonnie Stapleons, Darryl Stein
ton, “the best
of Cal Berkeley
coach in the
and Meredith
nation,” pushPrice of Lewis
es the team to
& Clark college;
train, research,
all three repre����������������������������
and
practice
sent the United
States. These three carefully every day of the week. Ideally,
chosen Americans will compete they try to squeeze in six pracagainst three Irish debate chamContinued on page 3
pions in Oregon for the tourna-

Erica Stevens

Galactic tour reﬂects resilience of musical tradition
Dan Foldes
Guest Writer

The picture on New year’s Eve
2005 in New Orleans was not
an entirely deserted wasteland,
as some might have imagined,
due to the devastating affects
of Hurricane Katrina. Tipitina’s,
New Orleans’ premier music
venue for emerging local artists,
was re-ignited (for the ﬁrst time
since the hurricane) with that
sweet musical soul that we all
associate with the Big Easy.
That night New Orleans’
beloved funk quintet, Galactic,
rekindled faith that at least the
city’s music will not be washed
away by disaster. Broadcasted
live on National Public Radio,
this highly anticipated show
was completely sold out. The
hoopla outside Tipitina’s hearkened back to New Orleans’

pre-hurricane days—music fans
schmoozing while enjoying the
city’s lack of open-container restriction.
Since New Year’s Eve, Galactic has hit both coasts as well as
cities in between on their “Coup
de Gras” tour, joined by other
New Orleansoix such as The Rebirth Brass Band and Mike “Bo”
Dillon’s GoGo Jungle.
After touring some Colorado
ski towns, Galactic headlined
a night of straight-up New Orleans jams at the purple-chandeliered Fillmore Auditorium
in Denver last Saturday night.
The Fillmore was packed
with music lovers craving nothing other than the aggressive,
bluesy, rockin’ funk for which
Galactic has gained national recognition. In true New Orleans
fashion, the stage was decked

Group brings sustainable
product to Sacred Grounds,
soon Jazzman’s
Adrienne Ross
Staff Writer

The ballroom-style conference
room at Denver University was
packed with over 300 students,
farmers, teachers, and guests
gathered together to discuss
free trade at the Denver Convergence Conference last weekend.
The conference aimed to provide
information about employing
the use of free trade products
successfully on college campuses throughout the United States.
Junior Niki Jones, a member of
the CC Fair Trade Awareness
Project, represented Colorado
College at the conference.

Continued on page 4

Serious illnesses inhibit former student’s musicianship, activism
Courtney Shannon
Guest Writer

Melissa Crabtree, a former CC
student and women’s soccer
star, has been diagnosed with
lead and mercury poisoning, a
thyroid disease, and reproductive complications.
Crabtree was an outstanding
soccer player for her high school
team in Ridgewood, New Jersey. She came to Colorado College after graduating from high
school in 1987. In addition to
excelling at soccer, she was an

CCPodcasts.com
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avid skier who dreamed of making the U.S. Ski Team. Once she
arrived at CC, she fell in love
with the beauty of the Southwest. Eventually her outdoor
and musical interests superseded her athletic ones, and she left
CC to work for Outward Bound
and the National Outdoor Leadership Schools and to perform
songs on her guitar at country,
club, and state fairs. She often
spent her summers working as
a river guide.
Crabtree combined her environmentalist ideals with her

Aspiring Olympian
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musical career. Her folk music
often concentrates on the majestic beauty of the wilderness
or political commentary on environmental issues. Her debut
album Off the Beaten Path came
out in 2002 and was released
while she toured the country in
a vegetable-oil-powered van as
protest against petroleum. She
also protested at the Nevada
nuclear weapons test site.
While the speciﬁc origins of
her disease are unknown, it is
likely she picked up the lead
and mercury poisoning during

INSIDE
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her environmental efforts. It
is also possibly due to the fact
that Crabtree lived in Taos, New
Mexico in 2000, downwind of
the Los Alamos ﬁres, which occurred in that year. The government assured the public that no
radioactive materials burned
during that summer, but many
have questioned that claim.
Recently, Crabtree’s medical condition had deteriorated
to the point that her life might
be in danger; however, her

Continued on page 7

Medicine in Tanzania
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Through speaking with representatives of free trade coffee
companies at the conference,
Jones met the president of the
Thanksgiving Coffee Company,
who agreed to serve as a middle
man for her project. This spring,
Thanksgiving will purchase coffee directly from the Michiza
Coffee Co-op in Oaxaca, Mexico. This coffee co-op is ideal

Continued on page 2
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U.S. adjusts approach to Darfur situation
Supports NATO, AU, and UN in effort to effect peace in region
Darfur’s remote location and
the danger to international observers and humanitarian aid
organizations make the death
toll difﬁcult to verify; estimates
range from 180,000 to over
300,000 to date. Nearly two million people have been displaced
from their homes, including
200,000 refugees in Chad, Sudan’s western neighbor.
The African Union has deployed peacekeeping troops in

U.S. ambassador to the UN John
Bolton said he hoped the SecuriStaff Writer
ty Council would pass a resolution on an international force by
The United States has voiced
the end of the month. The U.S.
support for stronger internaholds the presidency of the Setional action to stop genocide
curity Council this month.
in the Darfur region of Sudan.
Sudan, predictably, voiced
The U.S. government urged the
its
opposition to a UN force, but
United Nations to quickly comthe
African Union has shown
plete plans for a UN-led force in
considerable
willingness to go
Darfur to protect civilians from
against
the
Sudanese
governviolence.
ment. In January, Sudan was
Darfur is a remote region in
denied the presiwestern Sudan,
dency of the AU
the largest counwhich
it was
Darfur’s
remote
location
and
the
danger
to
try in Africa. In
scheduled
to asFebruary 2003,
international
observers
and
humanitarian
aid
sume.
two rebel groups
Secretary of
attacked the Suorganizations make the death toll difficult to State Condoleeza
danese governRice, with supment, which was
verify. Estimates range from 180,000 to over port from Bush,
caught by surprise and suspi- 300,000 to date. Nearly two million people have said the U.S.
would work with
cious of many of
NATO to increase
been
displaced
from
their
homes,
including
its own soldiers
the capability of
in the region,
200,000 refugees in Chad, Sudan’s western the AU force in
most of whom
Darfur until UN
had local origin.
neighbor.
troops could be
The government
deployed. Bush’s
responded with
budget proposairstrikes, while
Darfur, currently numbering al, submitted to Congress this
ground attacks have been car- about 7,000, but they have little
ried out mostly by the Janja- authority to act against Janja- week, includes $339 million in
weed, a militia recruited from weed attacks. In July 2005, the aid to the AU and other Darfur
local tribes collectively known commander of the AU forces relief programs.
While the long neglect of the
as the Baggara, with some Arab reported that the situation was
Darfur
crisis by the US and othbackground.
improving and there had been er powerful countries has been
Armed by the government few major conﬂicts since Janudeplorable,and it remains to be
and supported by aerial bom- ary 2005.
seen if these plans will come to
bardment, the Janjaweed esUN Secretary-General Koﬁ fruition in a timely manner, a
calated the conﬂict into a cam- Annan has said that a UN force
paign of indiscriminate killing, should take over peacekeeping number of signs have appeared
rape, and pillaging of the Fur, duties in Darfur, with a stron- that the international communiMasalit, and Zaghawa tribes, to ger mandate to protect civilians. ty is waking up to the need for
which most of the rebel mem- The African Union voiced sup- decisive action.
bers belong.
port for this. On February 20,
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ing the 1990s, corporate buyout
of small coffee farms in Mexico
caused extensive unemployment and poverty among Mexican coffee farmers.
Possessing no alternative
way to make a living upon selling their farms, these farmers are

because of its dedication to the
employment of free trade practices in its coffee production.
Once the coffee is purchased
in Mexico, Thanksgiving can
export and re-sell the coffee in
Colorado, making it available
for consumption on the CC
campus.
In order to ensure the success
of this project, 12 CC students
will travel to Oaxaca this spring
break to research the fair trade
coffee industry, and strengthen
their connection with the farmers of the Michiza Co-op.
To be considered a “fair” vs.
“free” trade coffee company, a
co-op must pay its farmers responsible wages, which are sufﬁcient to support a standard of
living above the poverty level.
Most farmers in Oaxaca earn
approximately 47 pesos per day often forced to immigrate to the
for their coffee. Forty-seven pe- U.S., where they ﬁnd low-pay
sos is the equivalent of $4.50, agricultural jobs, relatively easy
which is well below our mini- to come by in places like Calimum wage. The Economic Pol- fornia, Arizona, New Mexico,
icy Institute in Washington D.C. Texas, and even Colorado. This
wrote in an article on minimum massive annual immigration
wage this January that a mini- from Mexico to the southern
mum of $7.25 an hour would U.S. has caused a great deal of
be necessary to serve as a basic, controversy in U.S. immigration
“living” wage
policy—and
for a family in
Corporate buyout of even among the
the U.S.
CC community,
This sort of
small coffee farms in considering the
daily wage proarrest of Daniel
vides an expla- Mexico caused rampant Strauss ’05 in
nation for the
July 2005 for ofunemployment and fering medical
extremely low
standard of livaid to Mexicans
ing found ram- poverty among farmers. emigrating ilpant
among
legally to the
Mexican coffee farmers. “They U.S.
earn so little there, they have to
The Fair Trade Awareness
choose daily whether to pay the Group hopes that by buying
rent or buy the groceries,” said fair trade coffee from co-ops like
Jones.
Michiza, it can support not only
The Fair Trade Awareness the fair trade policies employed
Project is a new CC student or- by these companies, but also asganization created in 2005. The sist farmers in Mexico by helpgroup’s primary goal is the pro- ing them to maintain successful
motion of student use of fair farms and resist corporate buytrade products, policies, and out, while remaining in their
country.
“We hope that after this exportation connection is established between CC and Oaxaca,
we will be able to serve Michiza Coffee not only in Sacred
Grounds, but also in academic
departments, and someday
Jazzman’s Café,” said Jones.
Jazzman’s Café is a nationwide
coffee establishment, a chain
under the umbrella of Sodexho Corporation. Hundreds of
Jazzman’s chains serve coffee
at colleges, hospitals, and other
locations run by Sodexho, and
a few currently serve fair trade
products, including CC.
This is about to change. Denver University already serves
100 percent fair trade and organic coffee at all of its Jazzman’s
locations. After accomplishing
principles on campus. Most this, DU student groups sought
notable among the group’s ac- to change Jazzman’s coffee nacomplishments to date is the tionwide, calling the initiative
founding of the Sacred Grounds the “Jazzman’s Campaign.” The
Coffeehouse in the basement of Fair Trade Awareness Project
Shove Chapel. Sacred Grounds hopes that by the conclusion of
serves only 100 percent organi- the 2006 academic year, all coffee served at Colorado College
cally grown, fair trade coffee.
Beginning 50 years ago and will be 100 percent fair trade,
progressively intensifying dur- organic beverages.
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������������������� Alt. media activists deliberate

��������������������������������������� Community voices challenge KRCC and college to
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Ross, who has now become
one of the top debaters in the
country, started debating betice debates per week. They cause she was afraid of speakmust prepare their possible top- ing in front of a crowd.
She has come a long way
ic information in advance by researching and studying current since those scary days, and her
ambitions
events and
are
still
popular deThree carefully chosen high. She
bate questions from
Americans, including CC’s plans to attend
law
previous
debates.
Ross and champions from school and
then pursue
Prior to
Berkeley and Lewis & Clark, b i o l o g i c a l
the tournaments, the
will compete against three patent law
and sciencompetitors write
Irish debate champions. tiﬁc ethics.
She
will
“briefs”
continue to
on various
subjects and hope that the topic invest her time and passion in
given on debate day is one that stem cell research topics, which
they have prepared. Once the is also the focus of her senior
clock ticks 4:30 PM on Friday thesis.
“It would be hard for Bonin Oregon, Ross and her USA

reconsider programming, include “Democracy Now”

Continued from front page
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CC debater Caitlyn Ross at center, participating in Honor Council in
December.

teammates will have 20 minutes nie to create a team that did not
to prepare their arguments on have as much success” as the CC
the designated topic.
debate team, suggested Ross. “I
Ross reported that she has am excited to be a part of it and
n e v e r
to
attend
teamed up
the NationCoach Bonnie Stapleton al Tournawith either
of her USA
pushes the team to train, ment.” Her
debate partdebate partresearch, and practice every ner from
ners before,
CC,
Trabut she has
day of the week. Students vis Whitsitt,
frequently
competed
prepare possible topic infor- and the rest
of the CC
against
mation in advance, but learn team will
them. She
be cheering
says
that
of their subject just 20 min- for Ross at
they are familiar with
utes prior to competition. the Irish Debates, and
each oththen
join
er’s styles,
and she thinks they will make a her to debate in the National
Competition the next day.
great team.
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Local liberal media activists, print journalists, and radio personalities engaged in a panel discussion Monday
evening, despite the absence of both KRCC and Colorado College representatives. Seats at right remained
empty as the evening’s community meeting forged on without resolution from the two institutions’ critical
voices in the matter.

“War and Peace Report”—a
segment during “Democracy
Now”—host Amy Goodmen, is
one woman leading this media
revolution. “It is not very often
that we have selﬂess people in
this world, and I think that she
is one of them,” Verlo said.
Presently Colorado Springs
and Pueblo are the only areas of
Colorado without “Democracy
Now” on any of their public access television or radio stations.
Considering that “Democracy Now” is one of the toprated
public radio programs in the
country, does KRCC’s reluctance to add it really amount to
a lack of interest, as many activists doubt? Or in politically conservative Colorado Springs, as
was articulated by a small but
vocal group at the meeting, is
the station secretly concerned
with losing listeners and ultimately ﬁnancial support were
they to implement the relatively
liberal “Democracy Now?”
“Colorado Springs is one of

of KRCC. The station is a component of the college, and is
broadcast throughout Southern
questions in an ofﬁcial capacity.
Colorado. And it is here, in the
Fewer than half a dozen CC studistinction between community,
dents were present.
college, and to an extent public
Verlo, a community activradio, where the confusion of
ist and local businessman, met
the night settled.
with President Dick Celeste
KRCC’s website cites the
during the President’s open offollowing
mission: “Colorado
ﬁce hours in Worner Center on
College
charges
KRCC to offer
Monday. According to Verlo,
programming
which
reﬂects,
Celeste said during that meetto
its
campus
and
community
ing that programming decisions
audiences, the college’s comare left up to the station (KRCC).
mitment to the liberal arts and
However KRCC station managconcern for a diversity of ideas
er Mario Valdes said that ﬁnal
and people.”
decisions need to be determined
But what does this say for acby the college. The discussion
countability?
That question, and
could have been stunted by
the
uncertainty
nearly everyone
this opposition, but the posturseemed
to
hold
it in, is by most
ing only fueled an often bitter
appearances the future of the
and heated commentary on the
controversy. The uncertainty
blame shifting itself.
with which many attendees
For those passionate about
held the issue of accountability
the issue, the tension at Monsuggests that herein lies the fuday’s meeting was high, and
ture of the controversy.
as for concerns of actually acFor now, community memcomplishing anything, no one
bers
voiced a concern that powseemed to pay mind. With both
er structures
activist neoat KRCC and
phytes’ and
the college are
veterans’
using strategy
voices
reagainst
stusounding,
dents
and
acthe room betivists
alike
to
came an echo
stymie
the
dechamber for
cision-making
month- and
process until
year-old comarguments
plaints and
subside. But
opinions.
as the college
Still, with no
shows
conone present
tinuing
signs
from the colof losing interlege or KRCC
est in the stato
answer
tion, as reports
questions in
����������������������������
of budget cuts
an
ofﬁcial Local residents gathered in All Souls First Unitarian Church on Tejon.
in
The Indecapacity, the
the main feeder communities to pendent recently highlighted,
meeting was ultimately fairly
this war machine,” said Verlo. questions of just who is in charge
unsuccessful.
He believes that the best way will likely mark the debate with
“Democracy Now,” stated
to get U.S. citizens to be able to new urgency. A growing movethe radio program’s website,
talk and act justly is to educate ment wants “Democracy Now”
“provides [its] audience with
them on all sides.
right now, and, until it comes to
access to people and perspecJohn Weiss, publisher of the Colorado Springs’ airwaves it
tives rarely heard in the U.S.
Springs’ weekly The Indepen- will continue to agitate both the
corporate-sponsored
media,
dent and panelist at Tuesday’s station and the college.
including independent and inmeeting, commented, “the role
To get involved visit mykrcc.
ternational journalists, ordinary
of the media is to question au- org or contact eric@campcasey.
people from around the world
thority and report on the an- info, or visit President Celeste in
who are directly affected by U.S.
swers.”
Worner Center during his open
foreign policy, grassroots leadThe resounding commu- ofﬁce hours on Mondays from
ers and peace activists, artists,
nal voice at Monday’s meeting 1–3pm.
academics and independent
called for community control
analysts.”
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Rip Empson
Staff Writer

Are you in the process of writing
a Hip-Hopera? Do you specialize
in bird calls? Can you burp the
star spangled banner? Do your
friends tell you that you’re “a
little too into karaoke”? Are you
a master of sound? Do you have
some interviews with Barbara
Bush collecting dust in your
desk?
Well my friends, thanks to
Mr. John Willhoite class of ’05,
there is a place where you, your
talents, and your sonic booms
can be immortalized. And it’s
right under your ﬁngertips at a
special little place called www.
ccpodcasts.com. Just press on
this link really hard with your
thumb and your dreams of
being on American Idol will

�����������������
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instantly come true.
And so it seems we owe a
great deal to Mr. Willhoite,
who is a crusader for campus
music and art. He had a dream
to create a forum where the

Do you specialize in
bird calls? Can you
burp the star spangled
banner? Do your
friends tell you that
you’re “a little too into
karaoke”?
music makers at CC could post
their arias, ditties, and fugues.
He wanted to create an audio
forum where all can post and

hear the soundtrack to the daily
Colorado College experience—
a magic land where everyone
can listen to the new music
circulating around campus.
And now we have this place—a
place where students can post
and listen for FREE. Yes, for
free. It’s better than the ARC.
And what’s more?
This website isn’t just for
musicians, it’s also a place
where students can post
interviews, projects, radio feeds,
or anything that people might
enjoy listening to—anything
that will give you something
to talk about at parties besides
how many PBRs you’ve already
slammed.
When asked about ccpodcasts.
com, Mr. Willhoite commented
that he “thought there needed to
be some audio forum for student

work (music, journalism, talk,
sound art, etc). And it’s cool to
be able to get your stuff off your
computer and put it in a place
where people can actually listen
to it, talk about it, and critique
it.”
So, if you happen to be a
novice composer and wish to
post an audio ﬁle from your

There is a place where
you, your talents, and
your sonic booms can be
immortalized.
archives, all you need to do is
follow the instructions on the
website and create an account—
there are also comprehensive
instructions about how to set up
podcasts in iTunes.
Are you still unconvinced?
Well, let me tell you that this

website is uncensored and
not directly afﬁliated with
Colorado College. Mr. Willhoite
comments, “I don’t really
know to what extent students
are producing music or audio
recordings in their dorms, but
I do know that if this website
had been around when I was a
student, my friends and I would
have used it extensively. . . . You
can put up anything as long as
it’s not too offensive.”
It’s simple, it’s easy, and it
gives you a warm feeling inside.
It’s nice to know that there is a
place where we can all listen to
each other—a place where we
can hear those sick, vocal, jam,
raps that happen after midnight
at keg parties. If only that guy
were better at beat-boxing.
The ball is in your court. I hope
you all go this website and check
out what’s going on. We need
more music. So get workin’. If
you have any questions, contact
John Willhoite at john.willhoite

Galactic’s “Coup de Gras” storms into Denver’s Fillmore
Continued from front page

Coaxing the audience

Perhaps Katrina has

out with large, hanging thespian masques, as well as a giant
backing tapestry complete with
ﬂeures de lis and a New Orleans
street scene.
These cats waste no time on
stage. They had the entire football-ﬁeld size dance ﬂoor jiving
to the funked-up Southern rock
of “Shibuya” right from the getgo.
My friends and I couldn’t
help instinctually crying “Uh!”
as we imbibed the piercing
shimmer of Rich Vogel’s Hammond B3 organ, and authoritative drum-cudgeling by drummer and band leader Stanton
Moore.
Sax and blues-harp player
Ben Ellman was clearly emptying his lungs into his instruments, but was hard to hear
through the P.A. from the third
row, until set two, when soundmen turned him up. Once we
could hear him at full volume,
it was obvious that he had be-

to dance with them,

not stymied this ap-

while sporting long-

proach to music, but re-

feathered headdresses

inspired musicians and

and pink and blue

fans alike to preserve

sequined frocks, these

and expand the commu-

Mardi Gras-clad dancers

nity. The “Coup de Gras”

were crowd pleasers all

tour signals a renewed

night.

national interest in the

come capable of stepping into
the front-man shoes that were
abandoned by vocal maestro
Theryl “The Houseman” de
Clouet after his 2004 departure
from Galactic.
By the third number, guest
performers The Wild Magnolias
(also hailing from New Orleans)
had already joined Galactic on
stage. Bo Dollis, the Magnolias
trio’s old school, raspy-voiced
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blues singer, was ﬂanked by his
ﬂamboyantly garbed sidekicks.
Coaxing the audience to dance
with them, while sporting longfeathered headdresses and pink
and blue sequined frocks, these
Mardi Gras-clad dancers were
crowd pleasers all night.
I would have liked to have
seen Galactic’s Gibson-toting
guitarist Jeff Raines take on a
more prominent role on stage, as

he does in their studio albums.
But I suppose this can be difﬁcult for a musician who is joined
on the bandstand by one of his
biggest musical inﬂuences: Leo
Nocentelli, New Orleans’ premier funk/blues guitarist of The
Meters. Nocentelli, with his custom baby-blue Gibson E335, really stole the show a few times,
especially during his expansive
solos on “Funky Miracle” and
“Look ka Py
Py.”
It
became
a true New
Orleans
musical orgy on
stage when, at
the outset of
set two, The
Rebirth Brass
Band
came
on stage with
Galactic. Comprised of six
brass
instruments and two
percussionists,
The RBB made
the Fillmore’s
bigger-thanaverage stage
appear a bit
cramped. However, the musical mood was
anything but
claustrophobic
as soon as the
tunes started
up. The brassy
wall of sound
created by the
RBB-plus-Galactic was as-

New Orleans’ music
movement.
tounding to behold.
Still others joined Galactic on
stage throughout the night—the
majority of the night’s tunes
were performed with guests.
Others included the fabulously
soulful and energetic singer Tricia ‘Sista Teedy’ Boutte (who
emulated Robert Plant during
both “Whole Lotta Love” and
“When the Levee Breaks”), and
New Orleans freestyle emcee Bionic Brown.
All of us, who were blown
away by the show that Galactic
(et al.) put on that night, undoubtedly have no fear about
the future of New Orleans’ music. Despite the ruin that their
city lies in, the Big Easy’s musicians are still doing what they
have always done: supporting
one another on stage and creating sonorous magic as one
musical family. There’s something truly spiritual about such
a large group of musicians from
the same place, coming together and transcending musical
boundaries as they did.
Perhaps Katrina has not stymied this approach to music, but
re-inspired musicians and fans
alike to preserve and expand
the community. The “Coup de
Gras” tour signals a renewed
national interest in the New
Orleans’ music movement. Saturday night at the Fillmore was
a prime example of the arena in
which this evolutionary ﬂowering of New Orleans’ music is
now taking place.
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Burning the manly man manual
Will Harrington
Scene Editor

“‘You walk, throw, run, and
talk like a girl’ . . . And this is
how men are ﬁrst taught to hate
women,” stated Dr. Christopher
Kilmartin in his insightful one
man show, Guy Fi: The Fictions
that Rule Men’s Lives.
Kilmartin, a stand up comic,
psychologist, professor, actor,
and playwright came to CC
on Tuesday, February 21 and
jostled students, professors,
and community members alike
with biting commentary on
destructive male stereotypes.
“The unarticulated ﬁctions that
inﬂuence the lives of men,”
reads the complete title.
In a series of skits marked
by the dimming and raising
of the lights, Kilmartin gave
an unrelenting exposé of the
ludicrous “ﬁctions” that come
all too close to dictating the lives
of men.
“Welcome manly men,” he
thundered at the beginning of
his second skit. It was a seminar
of sorts on how to become a
“manly man.” “Lesson #1: Never
let the outside match the inside,”
he proclaimed with a pointed
index ﬁnger. With a voice that
was frighteningly similar to a

high school football coach, he
belted out the stipulations for
‘masculinity.’ “Lesson #7: Never
share an umbrella with another
man.”
It was Kilmartin’s ironylaced reenactments of these
“ﬁctions” that worked to
expose and subvert them. In
quick succession with insidious

sarcasm, he heaped more and
more myths of masculinity onto
the audience. “I’m complicated,
but most men aren’t,” he
insisted, imitating a male college
student.
The tongue in cheek repetition
of these “ﬁctions” worked to
corrode their foundations.
His
performance
went

beyond the caricature of simple
stereotypes and insecurities. It
worked to dismantle enduring
cultural myths like those of
the military and boot camp.
“Feelings in men are like nipples
on men,” he roared, parodying
a military ofﬁcer. “They’re both
an accident!”
In the eyes of Kilmartin’s
character, boot camp functions
to dehumanize a man, to strip
him of his essential traits of

compassion and empathy, and
turn him into a soldier.
Kilmartin
exposed
the
absurdities of homophobia with
a particularly perceptive and
quotidian observation: “Why
are we scared of gay men, but
sooooo interested in lesbians?”
Many heterosexuals may
claim that they only dislike the
“ﬂamboyancy” of certain gay
men. Kilmartin pointed out
that this infers that there aren’t
ﬂamboyant
heterosexuals.
“No, you never see ﬂamboyant
heterosexuals,” he stated. And
then, playing the proverbial
construction worker, he called
out, “Hey honey, you got fries
with that shake?” He then
delved into Coors Light’s
new fascination with “Twins,
Twins, Twins, Twins, Twins,”
pointedly exaggerating straight
men’s needs to proclaim their
heterosexuality.
In many respects, Kilmartin
was preaching to the choir:
he talked to a liberal and
predominantly female audience.
Nevertheless, he galvanized a
more progressive understanding
of gender roles, and worked to
free men from the cumbersome
“ﬁctions” that may hamper an
understanding of the self, and
that stiﬂe their communication
with others.
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us how to use them safely.”
After four months, he had to
spend a week in the hospital.
The farmers went straight to
The debt wore on his family.
students for their business pitch.
He was not alone. Sixty-eight
“We’re asking you to request fair
percent of farmers in northeast
trade rice from your cafeteria,”
Thailand face debts three times
said Prasong Seesa-Ard through
their annual incomes, according
his translator. Seesa-Ard and his
to ENGAGE, a free trade
friend Bunsong Matkhao are
organization that sponsored
Thai farmers who are touring
the farmer’s tour. “We made
U.S. colleges to promote fair
more rice at ﬁrst,” said Seesatrade and cultivate student
Ard, “but the beneﬁts went to
opposition to an upcoming
companies that sell seeds and
Thai-U.S. Free Trade Agreement.
chemical fertilizer.” Rice mills
As tradition pits itself against
pitted small farmers against
industrialization, these two
each other so that unmilled rice
men hope to keep their families
sold for six to eight baht a kilo,
together and on ancestral land.
or about 20 cents.
They hoped ﬁrst hand accounts
This debt forced many rural
of globalization would earn
farmers into Bangkok. Matkhao
CC’s support.
tried to work off his
debt in an auto parts
factory and as taxi
driver, but he barely
made enough to
feed his family. His
daughters
escaped
the fate of prostitution
and the HIV it can
spread.
The breakup of
families, a common
phenomenon,
disturbed the two
farmers the most.
“Warmth and strength
in families, which has
always been a strong
thing in Thailand,
is
disappearing,”
said
Seesa-Ard.
“Communities aren’t
looking after each
other as much.”
The Free Trade
����������������������������
Agreement
will
Matkhao’s ﬁrst encounter exacerbate this disconnect,
with globalization began with he argues, because American
pesticides. “They said, you’ll farmers receive subsidies with
get good yields, just keep which Thai farmers cannot
pouring on chemicals if you compete. Thai farmers will
have pests. They didn’t tell be driven from their land and

Chris Benz
Staff Writer
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Prasong Seesa-Ard and Bunsong Matkao speak on fair trade through their translator in the WES Room.

forced into factory jobs that,
ironically, have been outsourced
by American companies.
A recent free trade agreement

As tradition pits itself
against industrialization,
these two hope to keep
their families together
and on ancestral land.
They hoped ﬁrst hand
accounts of globalization
would earn CC’s
support.
with
China,
which
also
subsidizes agriculture, ﬂooded
the Thai market with cheap,
traditionally, northern Thai
crops, souring Thai farmers on

trade. More than 10,000 farmers
and
HIV/AIDS
advocates
traveled from villages to protest
trade talks in Chiang Mai last
month.
U.S. intellectual property laws
would require replacement of
generic AIDS drugs with more
expensive
pharmaceuticals.
Patents on seed types, a threat
to biodiversity and independent
farming, also worry farmers.
The FTA could make Thailand
a more prosperous country.
Seesa-Ard claims that Thai
farmers who oppose the FTA
are aware of that. Thai culture
is more important. “It breaks
up the family,” he said of
industrialization.
Debt relief, not culture, lures
converts to organic farming.
Free trade rice, which must
be organic, sells for twice as
much, and costs for inputs like
fertilizers and seeds are much

lower. Although yields drop at
ﬁrst, says Matkhao, they rise as
soil quality improves, and soon
match or exceed conventional

Matkhao tried to work
off his debt in an auto
parts factory and as taxi
driver, but he barely
made enough to feed his
family.
farming yields. Non-organic
rice is cheap because individual
farmers lack the bargaining
power of a co-op. Seesa-Ard’s
network of co-ops, 10,000-15,000
families big by his estimate,
sells rice in Thailand but relies
heavily on student groups that
buy in bulk. The co-op’s AlterEco products will appear in
Whole Foods next month.
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$2,500 for most creative, green improvements on campus
Newly created EcoFund provides the cash to reduce Colorado College’s ecological footprint
Kate Fitzgerald
Guest Writer

The
Campus
Sustainability Council (CSC) is offering at
least $2,500 to fund student proposed sustainability initiatives.
The CSC—a group composed
of nominated faculty, staff, and
students—has established the
CC Ecofund grant in order to
make CC more sustainable.
Any student or group of students can enter a proposal “that
reduces Colorado College’s ecological footprint or otherwise
improves the environmental impacts of the college,” reads the
fund’s mission statement. The
$2,500 grant may be split among
this year’s projects. Applications are due on Monday, March
13 by noon.
Some appropriate ideas for
projects may include: weatherprooﬁng of existing buildings, revitalizing the recycling
program, energy conservation,
alternative energy proposals,
improved water use or other
innovative proposals that will
make the college more sustainable.
At Colorado College, there
is undoubtedly a heightened
awareness of the environment.
This may come from the picturesque campus surroundings or

the fascinating environment of
our region, but wherever this
consciousness originates, the
Colorado College Campus Sustainability Council (CSC) is dedicated to placing the CC campus
on a path to a more harmonious
relationship with the environment. It is now turning its atten-

mental initiatives in the past.
The blue recycling containers
that are located in every building and almost every room on
campus are part of the recycling
program CSC began in a past
initiative. The recycling program was established as an essential part of moving toward a

become too daunting for legislatures to look at. The world
now needs creative initiatives in
order to reverse this cycle and
stop the rapid depletion of the
world’s natural resources.
The Ecofund grant fosters
these creative initiatives and
offers a little more. CC student

At Colorado College, there is undoubtedly a heightened awareness of the environment. This may come from the picturesque
campus surroundings or the fascinating environment of our region,
but wherever this consciousness originates, the Colorado College
Campus Sustainability Council (CSC) is dedicated to placing the
CC campus on a path to a more harmonious relationship with the
environment. It is now turning its attention to the CC community
for imaginative and plausible ideas to make the campus more sustainable.
tion to the CC community for
imaginative and plausible ideas
to make the campus more sustainable.
The “EcoFund” idea began
with a 2005 CCCA student vote
to have CC purchase more wind
power credits. Yet CSC has contributed to many other environ-

sustainable living environment.
Our world is facing an impending environmental crisis
that has become increasingly
difﬁcult to ignore over the past
few years. As societies continue to consume more natural
resources than they produce,
the environmental issues have

Jared Kapela, a senior-class-appointed member of CSC, sees
the EcoFund beneﬁting CC in
two ways. “First, it engages
student teams to develop their
grant writing abilities in a competitive process; and secondly,
it encourages the realization of
creative sustainability projects

for the campus.”
An important part of sustainable living is for each individual in the CC community to
live consciously by being fully
aware of the effect of one’s actions in order to maintain our
environment.
At the moment, the predicament that most communities are
facing—including CC’s campus—is that their demand on
natural resources is greater than
what is available and therefore
is not sustainable. According
to the CSC website, achieving
ideal sustainable living would
be when “all resource production and waste absorption
would take place within its geographical boundaries at a rate
that does not overburden local
natural systems.” The demand
for these resources must be reduced in order to maintain the
environment.
With these goals in mind,
CSC is continuing its efforts and
is seeking creative ideas from
the CC community. The council
is looking for realistic and imaginative ideas to make CC more
compatible with its surrounding environment. CSC will then
vote on the proposals and will
determine the grant funding as
appropriate.
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April Russo
Chaplain’s Intern

Upcoming Faith Week: Where are we going?

Attention all artists and aspiring chalkers!

Colorado College’s second annual Faith Week will take place from March 3
to March 10, the third week of block six. The goal of Faith Week is to unite
the different faith groups on this campus, encourage dialogue amongst
these groups, and allow students of all backgrounds to come to a better
understanding of faith and the role that it plays in our world.
Cipher’s recent Faith issue revealed how silenced some spiritual students
feel on this campus. Unfortunately, faith doesn’t always have the most
positive connotation at Colorado College or any other university. Students
automatically associate the word with fanaticism or corruption.
One of the goals of Faith Week is to counteract this stereotype by helping
students understand one another.

Monday March 6, immediately following the Faith Week Peace Rally at 1 PM
outside Worner Center, we will hold the First Annual Faith Week Chalking
Festival. All CC artists are welcome. There will be two categories of chalking.

Faith Week’s theme this year is: Where are we going? Where is faith going
at CC? In the U.S.? Are faith groups uniting or dividing around the world?
This theme is pertinent to the entire campus. These are issues we need to
contemplate.
Faith Week allows students of different faiths to cooperate and helps all
students understand one another. Faith is not just an integral part of this
campus—it’s an integral part of life.

1) For the more serious artist. Artists are encouraged to do work illustrating
the theme of Faith and Peace. This can be original work or a reproduction of
a famous master. Styles can range from realism to cartoons, from Renaissance
to urban. This is a judged show with the winner’s work being reproduced in
the InterFaith House. Please submit sketches to Corbin Hillam at the Worner
desk by Friday March 3.
2) For the more spontaneous artist. Chalk will be provided to anyone who wishes to express their feelings regarding Faith and Peace directly after the rally.
If you have questions, please email corbinhillam@yahoo.com.

Faith Week events include: a Faculty and Faith lunch from 12 to 1 pm
with Dean Susan Ashley in Shove Chapel on March 3; a peace rally outside Worner Center at lunchtime on March 6; a talk by Notre Dame professor Dr. Mary Doak on March 7 at 7:30pm in Gaylord; the dedication of the
labyrinth outside Shove from 12 to 1pm and a talk by peace-activist Kathy
Kelly at 7:30pm in Gaylord on March 8; a student panel discussion on faith
on March 9; and a music and ice cream celebration in Sacred Grounds on
March 10 from 9pm to midnight.
For more information, contact April Russo at a_russo@coloradocollege.
edu.
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Continued from page 3
doctors seem optimistic that she
will recover. In addition, she is
struggling ﬁnancially to meet
the cost of her expensive medical treatments and was refused

process because her doctors
have determined that her body
cannot handle larger doses of
treatment, and it is possible that
therapy could exceed 40 weeks.
Even though Crabtree spends

Crabtree combined her environmentalist ideals with her musical career. Her folk music often
concentrates on the majestic beauty of the wilderness or political commentary on environmental issues. Her debut album Off the Beaten Path
came out in 2002 and was released while she
toured the country in a vegetable-oil-powered
van as protest against petroleum.
Medicare, but donations from
friends have helped signiﬁcantly. Her former high school
soccer coach started the Melissa
Crabtree Medical Fund in order
to raise money for her medical
expenses, and fellow folk musicians Rebecca Riots, Rachel
Garlin, and Shelley Doty staged
a beneﬁt concert in San Francisco in October 2004.
Crabtree
currently
is
undergoing EDTA chelation
therapy, mineral replacement,
lymphatic drainage, and colonic
therapies in Durango, Colorado.
This will be a time-consuming
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many of her days bedridden,
she still is looking forward to the
days to come. She would like to
ﬁnish her degree at CC after she
ﬁnishes her treatment; she is
not strong enough, however, to
complete her schoolwork while
sill sick.
Contributions
can
be
sent directly to The Melissa
Crabtree Medical Fund, Bank
of the San Juans, 144 East 8th
Street, Durango, CO 81301. To
suggest further initiatives for
fundraising and action, contact
the author of this article at c_
shannon@colradocollege.edu.
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Medical care in Africa requires
patience but provides treatment
of these people live in rural areas
preventing them from receiving
Staff Writer
the proper services to get treated
leaving many disabled or dead.
I asked again “How many
And for people like Mama, who
times?” “Kumi na nne! Kweli!”
can reach the hospital, they
Alright so my Kiswahili may
have to wait with everyone
not be that good but that doesn’t
else up to ﬁve hours to ﬁnd out
take away from the fact that my
that the pharmacy ran out of
host brother Huruma has had
the proper medication. Then
malaria fourteen times already.
again I found out that there are
And not only is he telling me
others who don’t have to wait
this, but with a silly smile and
as long. Tourists don’t need to
a chuckle as he skips outside to
go through the hassle of waiting
feed the dogs.
with the locals. They can simply
It was hard for me to get over
go to private clinics that get
that piece of info judging from
the process
how long I spent
done in less
at the clinic in
than ﬁfteen
the States going
minutes
over the variety of
s i m p l y
information about
because the
diseases in Africa.
U.S. dollar
If
there
was
is
more
anyone who could
valuable
have scared me
than
the
out of traveling
Ta n z a n i a n
it was that nurse
shilling.
with that smug
Something
smile of knowing
has
gone
way more than I
wrong in a
do about diseases.
world where
Tanzania is home
���������������������� m e d i c i n e
to yellow fever,
typhoid
fever,
While he looks to be in perfect health, this Tanzanian most likely has doesn’t get
to the people
hepatitis A and been infected by malaria more than thrice during his lifetime.
who
risk
B,
tuberculosis,
AIDS, and a longer list of other another half an hour. To receive death in need of it. Something
diseases and dangers I can results took over two hours. had to have gone awry in
hardly pronounce. Malaria in The wait to get prescribed a world where people like
particular is well known to be medicine was about an hour not me can receive anti-malarial
rampant throughout Tanzania. to mention waiting another half medication, mosquito repellent
Which is why I am required an hour afterwards to get the in a spray and a cream, and
to take a daily anti-malarial of medicine from the pharmacy. sleep under a net every night.
doxycycline, apply mosquito Although once it was our turn In a world where people don’t
repellent in the form of a spray to receive the medicine they had need to worry about diseases
and a cream, as well as sleep run out of Mama’s prescription like malaria while others die
under a mosquito net every making us wait even longer contracting these every day, life
night. All of the tourists here to get prescribed a different is simply unfair. However, in
the same way every morning,
are required to do the same medication.
Now it wasn’t that the hospital Mama wakes up and goes
whereas my brother Huruma
seems to not care all too much was inefﬁcient or understaffed. to work with or without the
The fact is this hospital like many malaria while Huruma simply
about his record number.
Then it recently occurred others is extremely efﬁcient and smiles, chuckles, and goes about
to me that the word rampant works hard to check up, test, his day. Part of me is angered
borderlines on chaotic as I soon prescribe, and give medicine by the injustice in the world
found out that Huruma and to hundreds of people who and yet part of me thinks that
everyone I’ve met here has had wait for their limited facilities maybe I’m just not as patient as
malaria at least several times every day. Tens of thousands of everyone else here.
in their lives. Later that day I people get infected with malaria
found out my host Mama had every day in Tanzania and most

Mike Shum

also contracted the disease.
Before we found out, she
had been complaining about
muscle aching, headaches, and
a possible fever. I proceeded
to take her to the hospital not
knowing that I would undergo
a severely different experience
than I would have if I had gone
to a clinic in the States. First of
all patience is not a virtue here
in Africa, but a character trait
that everyone here has but me.
The wait to get checked by
a doctor took about an hour.
Then the wait to get tested took
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Eliza Outtrim, in her third year at CC, has gained momentum in her freestyle skiing career. Her traveling
schedule has intensiﬁed, as have her competition results. Originally from Hamden, CT, Outtrim lives in
Steamboat Springs, CO during the ski season.

Student excels at freestyle moguls, joins ranks of U.S. Ski Team, and continues on
global circuit with hopes of Vancouver Olympics
Hailey Eck
Guest Writer

Eliza Outtrim is a third year at
Colorado College. Kind of.
Like many of her peers at
CC, Eliza loves the mountains,
especially in winter.
Her
passion for skiing and her
competitive edge lands her
living in Steamboat Springs,
from the ﬁrst snowfall until the
ﬂowers bloom in April
This winter season she has
been living on the road though,
as she joined the U.S. Ski Team
on their World Cup tour. In
January she traveled from
Colorado to Deer Valley, Utah
and Lake Placid, New York.
Then she began the European
part of her World Cup tour,
traveling to Italy, France, and
the Czech Republic.
This achievement of becoming
a member of the U.S. Ski Team
has not come undeserved. At
twenty years old, she has spent
well over half her life as an
athlete on the snow.
Eliza grew up in Hamden,
Connecticut, so her family
often took weekend trips up to
Vermont to ski. Starting at age
three, Eliza’s skills developed
quickly, and by age nine she was
freestyle skiing competitively.
Currently, Eliza’s specialty
is freestyle moguls, in which
she skis a line of moguls that
has two jumps. Judges score
her on turns, which are worth
50 percent of her total score;
air, worth 25 percent; and time,
also worth 25 percent. After the
last Winter Olympics it became
legal to do ﬂips off the jumps,
so when Eliza wants to put the
style in “freestyle,” the sky’s the
limit—literally.Eliza Outtrim is
constantly working to improve
her techniques. Opportunities
to learn and train from world-
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class athletes are often a drive
or ﬂight away for her. This past
summer she spent several weeks
training in Chile.
In November you would
have found her on the slopes
of Switzerland with several
teammates. Ski racers recognize
that it is important to get on
snow early in the fall because
competitions are in full swing
by late November or early
December. When there’s not
enough snow in Colorado why
not take a jet to Switzerland?
Corporate sponsors Oakley,

asked about her success, she
becomes a little reserved.
Timmy Lawler—a friend
of Eliza’s since her freshman
Loomis days—said, “She is
pretty modest. She doesn’t like
to talk about all the things she’s
achieved. When I ask her how
she did in a competition, she’ll
always say she did okay.”
Her results in competition
show that she is doing more
than okay.
Last year, she won the
Killington NorAm moguls
competition, and placed second

competed in four World Cups,
but is only really happy with
her Deer Valley performance at
the Freestyle World Cup, where
she ﬁnished seventh.
The World Cup tour for the
U.S. Ski Team is concluding this
coming month in Asia. This
Saturday, Eliza will be ﬂying to
Korea for her competitions.
Eliza is determined. “I’m

trying to make the top-12 in
at least one of these last few
World Cup competitions. In
order to do that, I will have
to ski aggressively. I can’t be
defensive. I just have to go for
it.”
Good luck, Eliza! We hope to
be watching you racing down
the mountains in Vancouver in
2010.

Judges score her on turns, which are
worth 50 percent of her total score; air,
worth 25 percent; and time, also worth 25
percent.
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Underarmour, Volkl, and Tecnica
support Eliza in her travels and
ski lifestyle, including gear. She
has also won some money for
doing well in competitions.
Skiing has allowed Eliza to
experience amazing cultures
of the world. However, when

in the NorAm moguls standings.
Eliza recognizes that her NorAm
achievements helped her get a
spot on the U.S. Ski Team.
This year she won one day of
the U.S. Selections, which was
one of her ﬁrst competitions of
the season. Since then she has
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Deer Valley Ski Resort, near Park City ,Utah, hosted the Freestyle
World Cup. Outtrim took seventh in the competition, which took
place last month.
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Hailey Eck
Guest Writer

The women’s and men’s tennis
teams traveled to Sante Fe over
block break. While both teams
played well, the best part about
the trip was not the fact that the
boys came back with a 2-1 record
or that the girls won all of their
matches, but the strengthened
camaraderie among the players.
Hanging out, sleeping, eating,
and of course playing together
makes it easy to form fast
friendships. And there is no
better way to start the season
than a team trip. Tennis, though
it may seem like an individual
sport, is as much a team sport as

basketball at the collegiate level.
Individual records are nice, but
we compete as a team and our
record is a reﬂection of how the
team plays, not of particular
players’ skill.
College athletics are different
from the professional level
because as a college athlete,
I am a representative of my
school. In professional sports,
the athletes are generally
more concerned with getting
the best contract and then the
performance of their own team.
Certainly part of me plays for
myself, but not in a way that
puts me above the team. The
focus is evenly spread among
the players, especially in college

tennis—because every match us more nervous, is also what will try to remember my reasons
counts. The format for a regular motivates us to play our best. for playing. DIII college tennis,
duel match is three doubles and “Come on,” “Get it back,” “Nice while it can have its competitive
six singles. Each win counts as shot,” “Good point.” Those moments, is not the same as
a point and
DI programs.
I
whichever
don’t play with the
team
gets
hopes of making
ﬁve or more
the tour—rather,
points wins
I play because
the
match.
tennis is fun. I
Therefore,
play because I like
the so-called
my
teammates
worst player
and I enjoy their
on the team
company on and
is just as
off the court.
valuable
Playing on a
as the best
sports team is
p l a y e r
similar to being
because all
a member of a
the matches
sorority. Of course
are equally
the key word in
���������������������������� that sentence is
important in
Sophomore Tyler Fox takes aim at a rapidly approaching fuzzy sphere.
deciding the
“similar,” because
reassuring words may not be while the network of friends I’ve
winner.
During the tournament at what it takes to turn the match made through sports is possibly
Sante Fe, we found ourselves around, but they deﬁnitely like the friends I might’ve made
hanging around the tennis decrease the feelings of isolation if I were a sorority sister, I am far
center for 8-12 hours a day. that the game of tennis naturally from that. I am your double’s
When the girls’ team wasn’t creates. Cheering on a teammate partner, your running buddy,
playing, we were cheering on from the stands, just being there, and your biggest supporter. I
the boys—the support went is usually enough to calm a am your friend, but I am also an
both ways. Maybe we didn’t player’s anxieties and lead to an athlete. So get ready for a strong
have any other choice, but it increase in their conﬁdence.
season from both the men’s and
As the season starts to pick women’s tennis teams as we
was still encouraging when the
boys came to watch us play up, and we play two to three look to build on and continue
and I’m sure they felt the same matches a week, I’ll begin to our success from last year. The
way. It is just nice to know that wonder why I joined the team. NCAA Championship is within
someone thinks you are worth Burnt out and ready for summer, our grasp. Here is to working
watching. Having fan support, I will wish the season away. hard now and partying later. Go
even though it makes some of However, before that happens, I Tigers!

����������������������������

Without the encouraging banter and cheers of teammates, tennis players would face a much more challenging opponent: a lack of support.
Tennis is much more of a team sport than most people realize.
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Hedonistic headlines heed heinousness
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Blair Woodbury
Staff Writer
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The headlines would make you
think the real issue was a heated
ﬁght between two senators
fueled by irrational anger and
personal vendettas: “McCain
launches harsh broadside at
Obama,” “McCain, Obama
squabble over ethics,” “McCain,
Obama say they will stop
bickering.”
It sounded as though the
mainstream media had cut and
pasted headlines from tabloid
articles about Nick and Jessica.
Reporters, apparently mistaking
themselves for soap opera
writers, caught a great drama
at the expense of a potential
political revolution.
The issue that incited Sen.
McCain’s (R-AZ) sarcastic letter
to the freshman senator was
proposed legislation regarding
congressional reform that would
turn Washington on its head.
Sen. McCain introduced a
bill December 16, cosponsored
by two Democrats and four
Republicans, that would create
more rigorous requirements for
reporting on lobbying activities
in an effort to prevent future
manipulation resembling that
of Jack Abramoff. While the bill
has enough teeth to impede any
aspiring Abramoff, it would do
little to change the way business
runs on Capitol Hill.
A little over one month
later, Sen. Harry Reid (D-NV)
proposed a bill, cosponsored
by 40 Democratic senators,
that took every issue McCain’s
bill addresses to the next level.
While Sen. McCain’s bill requires
disclosure of a charter ﬂight paid
for by lobbyists, Sen. Reid’s bill

aid, while Sen. Reid’s bill is
invasive surgery.
And Sen. McCain’s bill has
a shot at being passed, while

effectively veto powers granted
them in committees, lobbyists
would lose their most powerful
tools of unethical legislative

While the senators’ “squabble” made
headlines, the incredibly important legislative
issue at the heart of their argument was hastily
outlined by reporters, more as a setting for the
scene than a story in its own right. The New
York Times even wrote it off as an issue “too
arcane to draw great public interest.”
�����������������������������

Sen. Reid’s bill has a shot at

��������� � ������� ������ �������� ���� becoming Democrats’ platform
�������������������
for the midterm elections.
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provides for oversight by current
Senate committees, while Sen.
Reid’s bill would establish an
entirely new governing body,
made up of former senators and
judges, that would ensure the
bill’s provisions are enforced.
Perhaps most importantly,
Sen. Reid’s bill requires that
committees vote on reports that
they will bring before the rest of
the Senate, limiting the power
of senior members who hold
committee chairmanships.
Sen. McCain’s bill is a band-

The story that media outlets
across the country pounced on
was a facetious letter from Sen.
McCain to Sen. Obama (D-IL)
sent in early February, when
the young senator proposed
the creation of an entirely new
oversight body before the Senate
Rules Committee, reneging
on a previous arrangement he
allegedly had with Sen. McCain
to back the Arizona senator’s
bipartisan bill.
While
the
senators’
“squabble” made headlines, the
incredibly important legislative
issue at the heart of their
argument was hastily outlined
by reporters, more as a setting
for the scene than a story in its
own right. The New York Times
even wrote it off as an issue
“too arcane to draw great public
interest.”
The “arcane” issue referred
to has the potential to be the
greatest shift of power in the
Senate in the last 50 years. Senior
members would lose what are

inﬂuence, and corrupt senators
would lose the free reign they’ve
enjoyed in a system of oversight
where they dismiss their own
unethical behavior.
Unfortunately the bill is
destined for failure, if not in
the Senate then deﬁnitely in
the House (where ﬁghts over
reform proposals can not exist
since there are no proposals
for reform). Sen. McCain’s
accusation that Sen. Obama
was playing partisan political
games was entirely true.
The Democrats in the Senate
decided to play chicken with
their Republican peers, daring
the entrenched leadership to
give up some power through
procedural changes or lose it in
the midterm elections.
This
November,
when
the catch-phrase “culture of
corruption” becomes a battlecry, newspaper editors may be
cutting and pasting from very
different headlines. “Nick,
Jessica say they will stop
bickering” will not be nearly
as helpful as “Jessica gets the
house.”

Back up beliefs with well-rounded understanding
Mat Elmore
Staff Writer
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Everything changes in college.
Or at least, that’s what they say.
You make new friends, your
personality may change, you acquire new interests—and above
all, your mind goes through the
most important transformation
of your life. You begin to realize,
if you haven’t already, that complexity is not an error and that
the world cannot be explained
by a facade of dualism wrapped
in obedience to “facts.” You begin to see multiplicity not as an
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banned privately funded travel
altogether. Sen. McCain’s bill

evil, but as a certainty. You realize that ambiguity is inevitable
and common to most questions.
And most importantly, you realize the need to consider answers in the context of their circumstances; you discover that
there is no overarching truth to
the universe, but that there are
many small truths around us
every day, everywhere.
In my six blocks at CC, I have
taken mostly political science
and philosophy courses. In the
ﬁrst few days of every single
class, the professor has made a
comment about the illegitimacy
or wrongness of the war in Iraq.
Sometimes this comment was
related to the class material,
sometimes not. Sometimes it
was an offhand comment—but
more likely than not, it was directed toward the whole class.
I don’t have a problem with a
professor expressing his or her
opinion; I think it helps invigorate the dialogue of the class
no matter how biased it is. All
of that is under one condition,
though: that the professor explains to the class why he or she
feels the way they do.
All of this seems to be good
and well. But there are some
problems involved with my ex-

ample. Nothing can escape the
reaches of bias, especially not
the classroom. And as I have
said, I have no problem when
professor’s make their own beliefs part of the curriculum of
the class. At a liberal arts institution like Colorado College,

know counterpoints to their
arguments. God help them
if they came in contact with a
well-educated conservative, or
even a smart libertarian for that
matter. Too often students who
have no experience in a political or philosophical subject are

We will most likely graduate with a sound liberal
education. We will likely be missing something,
however, and that is a perceptive knowledge of the
views that are contrary to our own.
there will be an obvious slant
toward things that are socially,
culturally, and politically liberal. We will most likely graduate with a sound liberal education. We will likely be missing
something, however, and that is
a perceptive knowledge of the
views that are contrary to our
own. Liberal arts colleges pride
themselves on tolerance, multiculturalism, and hands-on experience, but sometimes they
fall short.
None of my friends know
anything about conservatism.
They don’t know much about
anything, other than the standard liberal views. They don’t

alienated by those who don’t
explain their reasons for believing the way they do. When
we talk about the war in Iraq
without any substance, we give
these “political blank slates”
nothing to defend themselves
with. If we emphasize pragmatism in our education, we have
to teach both sides; not in the
name of objectivity, but for the
sake of understanding. It will
not only beneﬁt the cause of liberalism, but it will give each and
every one of us a more practical
understanding of not only other
people, but ourselves as well.
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Consumer power not reaching fullest potential
Christopher Benz
Staff Writer

I would like to share a few
observations on economics. I
propose this:
1. The entire science is
misunderstood.
2. Shut up hippie; yes, it is a
science.
3. Then again, so is
psychology.
So, economics is a science.
However, we tend to treat it more
like a moral justiﬁcation. Saying,
for example, “Of course WalMart drives small businesses
under: bulk purchasing from
China allows lower prices so
consumers choose not to shop
locally,” is sort of like saying,
“Of course the bullet killed
Lennon. It caused bleeding and
dropped his blood pressure,
ending the delivery of oxygen
to his brain.” Science explains it.
It doesn’t make it right.
Economics is a tool, not a
commandment. We know it:
people respond to incentives.
Once we know what we
want—in my case, an America
with more small businesses,
closer communities, and while
we’re dreaming . . . maybe I
could have a hot girlfriend—
we should use the science of
economics to get it. (Except
maybe for the girlfriend. But if
I had that one ﬁgured out I’d
be too busy smooching to give
a damn about anybody’s small
business.)
The difﬁculty is deciding
how to manipulate costs and
beneﬁts—incentives—to achieve
your aim.
One way to achieve these
goals might be to introduce
negative incentives. Refuse to
accommodate the drive-farshop-once mentality by building
a city that is friendly to walking
and has no huge thoroughfares.
Levy an extra tax on chains.
Make a law that outlaws WalMart.
This option is odious. It is
not the government’s business
to dictate values to the people.
The government’s job is to
protect their citizens’ right to
pursue those values—values
like the pursuit of happiness,
which is just as valid when your

happiness comes from national
parks,
minimally-poisoned
ﬁsh and a sense of mystery at

we begin to pursue self-interest
consciously, which changes
what we actually pursue. We

Economics assumes that we will pursue our selfinterest. Studying economics, we begin to pursue
self-interest consciously, which changes what we
actually pursue . . . while pursuing fuller wallets. We
forget: it is in our self-interest to consider how our
choices affect others.
the still unconquered as when
your happiness comes from
cities full of bars and theaters,
testing your luck in the logging
industry, testing your luck in a
cabin by a pond, or smooching
hot girlfriends. Even if you’re a
girl.
I’d like to think the
government can make sure the
advancement of one type of
happiness never compromises
the freedom to pursue others.
Legal measures to protect those
who value local businesses and
more ethical spending options
should be a last resort—if legal
measures are ethical at all.
So, laws are a distasteful way
to manipulate incentives. This
does not mean that the economy
works perfectly without our
interference. That’s my proposal:
economics does not work like
we think it works. Most people
do not weigh real costs and
beneﬁts. And the existence of
economics as a science is a major
reason why.
It’s Schrödinger’s Cat. By
observing
some
systems,
you change the nature of the
observed system and never see
it in pure form. As sometime
poet Cecil Adams puts it:
Shine light on electrons—
you’ll cause them to swerve.
The act of observing disturbs
the observed.
Studying economics leads
most of us to misunderstand
economics, which leads us to
act differently than economics
predicts we will, which negates
the science and the balance it
promises. That’s a mouthful.
Here:
Economics
assumes
that we will pursue our selfinterest. Studying economics,

ignore our lifestyle (the air we
breathe and the community we
live in) while pursuing fuller
wallets. We forget: It is in our
self-interest to consider how our
choices affect others.
Every product is different. The
exact same package of grade A
ground beef on a Wal-Mart shelf
and on a Jane’s Butcher Shop
shelf is a different product. One
product is ground beef and more
Wal-Marts, the other is ground
beef and Jane’s kids in college.
When you shop, you purchase
which business model succeeds
and which corporate politics
lobby Washington. You choose
who has a job and whether or
not a clerk chats with you—at
any store. You are a consumer,
so Wall Street will run ragged to
serve you. What you purchase
determines the way Americans
do business. The cost is not just
in dollars. The difference in
products is more than the brand.
It is willful ignorance to treat it
otherwise.
Powerful people do not
understand
economics
in
an even more disturbing
manner. Some people see
ruthlessness as a healthy part
of a growing economy. CEOs
often reincorporate in the
Caymans to avoid paying U.S.
tax, fail to provide safe working
conditions, or simply outsource
to a Chinese sweatshop,
supporting a country that buys
oil from Sudan and displaces
millions of villagers to build
dams.
Contributions to China’s
nuclear
weapons
program
do not beneﬁt any American
CEO. Neither does more U.S.
national debt, or toxins in the

CEO’s water. The CEO makes
choices that oppose her own
self-interest. She does it by
trying to conform to her role in
an economic model, rather than
acting and letting the model
adjust. Consumers who support
her company oppose their own
self-interest as well.
To compete, some argue, the
CEO has to trick the IRS. But if
she really wanted to compete,
wouldn’t she hire someone to
bomb her competitor’s factory?
Anyone who wants to survive
will have to discard as many
scruples as the most ruthless.
Civilization: an agreement
on the bounds of competition.
Civilization is a cartel of morals.
We always have to compete, and
civilization is the agreement on
how dirty we plan to compete.
Gauge a culture’s civility
using the point at which a
crime becomes the victim’s
fault. In some neighborhoods,

unquestioned, religious pursuit
of the best bargains, but don’t take
it to support religious pursuit of
‘moral’ products. This is a call
for consideration, thought—a
hassle that paradoxically frees
a mind from some thoughtbound divisions. (One who
zealously follows the Tao is
no longer following the Tao.)
Don’t train your instincts. A
higher GDP is not good in itself.
A high GDP is an indication
that the country made more
stuff. It is good if more stuff
was worth a hasty lifestyle,
pressure on some attempts to
pursue happiness, and other
trades. Corporate leaders must
cease to measure the company’s
self-interest with just ﬁscal
proﬁt. The company exists
for its workers, shareholders,
and the nation. If consumers
don’t recognize these interests,
a company cannot afford to
pursue them. (Doing so would

When you shop, you purchase which business
model succeeds and which corporate politics lobby
Washington. You choose who has a job and whether
or not a clerk chats with you—at any store. You are
a consumer, so Wall Street will run ragged to serve
you. What you purchase determines the way Americans do business. The cost is not just in dollars.
it is: “He left the computer
sitting right there on the front
lawn.” In others, it is: “He left
the window unlocked.” On
still others: “He didn’t hire a
watchman or stick broken glass
into the concrete wall.” Even
with the doors locked, stealing
is easy. A civilized society is one
that endures great temptation
before someone says, “If I don’t,
someone else will.”
It is time for economics as
religion to yield to economics as
science. Think rather than obey
a rule. It is ﬁne to buy Wal-Mart
mittens—with this thought:
“My children warm and a
little support for sweatshops
(product) is worth losing the
other things that I could get
(cost).” This column condemns

be competing inadequately.)
Consumers must understand
what they are really buying, be
it a thriving American ﬁshing
industry or more trafﬁc. This
will lead to a truer free market.
To get these well-informed
consumers, we must improve
education. So my essay on
economics comes down to this:
Don’t start a small business.
Well, that or shop responsibly
and educate people about
their true potential, meaning
fervent lobbying and a faith in
mankind and maybe a wellwritten movie. However, we
all know that faith, sincerity,
and fervency are attributes of
fools and children. I’ll be busy
looking for a girlfriend.

Is Dick Cheney a threat to national security?
Jeff Wilson
Guest Writer

Anyone who has lived on campus for any length of time has
experienced some strain of CC
Bubblitis, a common virus in
which patients suddenly realize
that they have no idea of what
is currently happening in the
world outside of campus. In the
most severe cases, this range of
awareness may even shrink to,
say, Slocum 2 South.
As a frequent sufferer of this
illness, I usually apply an intravenous dose of CNN.com for at
least 10 minutes. By that point,
I feel comfortable that the world
hasn’t been secretly coming
to an end and while everyone
else has been frantically trying to fulﬁll their last wishes, I
have been spending the last two
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hours playing online miniature
golf. This home remedy had
never failed, until last week.
Last Tuesday, upon realizing that I knew nothing about
anywhere besides Chem. 108, I
turned to CNN.com for its usual
comfort. Yet when the headline
popped up, I was at a loss for
words—“Vice President Shoots
Man in the Face.” For those
readers who also suffer from
Bubblitis, it’s just as true as it is
absurd. In fact, CNN.com has
multiple pages dedicated to it,
including a visual aid showing
where exactly Cheney’s buckshot struck his buddy in the face,
neck, and chest. Apparently, the
vice president mistook the full
grown man for a quail and shot
him as he was walking toward
the group of fellow hunters.

As a second amendment supporter
(though I don’t hunt animals or kill people),
I am embarrassed by the actions of the vice
president. . . . If America plans to continue
allowing the population to own ﬁrearms,
we must carefully weed out those who can’t
safely operate a weapon.
As a result of this tumultuous
news, I had lost the comfort of
turning my back on the world.
I needed to know why the vice
president had shot someone,
what would be the result, and
most importantly, was there any
chance that Dick Cheney could
shoot me? After doing some re-

search (asking my buddies and
applying a second dose of CNN.
com), I was satisﬁed with my
role in situation, which was simply to be appalled. I can do this
from home.
After reaching ofﬁce in 2000
on the “at least I’m not sleeping around like Bill Clinton”

ticket, it sure shows high moral
character on the part of Cheney
to shoot someone and then act
like it hardly happened until the
press demanded an answer. As
a second amendment supporter
(though I don’t hunt animals or
kill people), I am embarrassed
by the actions of the vice president. I would, however, like to
see an increase in gun control.
If America plans to continue allowing the population to own
ﬁrearms, we must carefully
weed out those who can’t safely
operate a weapon.
If the vice president can’t be
trusted with a gun, we should
probably question the president’s ﬁrearms competence as
well. “Hold my beer, Dick, I
never liked this chandelier anyway.”
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Poetry Slam 7:00pm
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Learn To Sew 2:00pm

The open forum for poetry reading held in
Sacred Grounds Coffeehouse.
Call 719-641-1644 to enter or just show up.

The Sewing Club hosts a teaching seminar on
basic hand and machine sewing skills in the
Synergy House. “Bring something you want to
alter and a piece of good gossip.”

A Very Long Engagement 7:30pm
The Film Series presents this ﬁlm, from the
director of Amelie, Jean-Pierre Jeunet, with
refreshments in Gates Common Room. Also
showing at 2:00 Saturday.

V-Day Gala and Beneﬁt 6:00pm
Members of Vagina Monologues host this event
in Bemis Great Hall in an effort to stop violence
against women. Female a capella group Ellement will perform, plus there will be a silent
auction and door prizes from local businesses.

Voice Performances 7:30pm
The music departments presents students of
Ann Brink and Victoria Hansen performing
“Company” and “Blue Revue” in Packard Hall.
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Catholic Mass 9:00am
Bishop Michael Shericad will be performing a mass in Shove Chapel with snacks and
conversation to follow.

Personality In Primates 3:30pm
The Biology Department presents Dr. Lisa
Brown of Pikes Peak Community College giving
a lecture entitled “Personality in Primates: Individual Differences and Ecological Implications”
in Tutt Science Lecture Hall.

�����������
Grant Writing 12:00pm—1:00pm
The college’s Major Gifts Ofﬁcer, Ann Fanning,
will lead participants through the process of
researching, applying for, and spending grants
in Worner Room 213.

������������

Parking Forum 12:00pm
The ad hoc parking committee will be holding a
forum to share opinions concerning instituting
parking fees for 2006-2007. Faculty, staff, and
students are invited to share ideas in McHugh
Commons.

The Hispanic Factor 7:30pm
The economics and business departments present James Pollak, coordinator and speaker for
Seminarios para Negocios Pequeños, lecturing
on “The Hispanic Factor: Latino Impact on the
U.S. Economy” in Gates Common Room.

�������������

Miles Davis 7:30pm
Conrad Herwig, Brian Lynch, and their
seven-man ensemble present “The Latin
Side of Miles Davis” in Packard Hall.
Tickets $25, free with CC ID.

Documentary 6:30pm

Silence Broken 7:00pm
Filmmaker Dai Sil Kim-Gibson will show her
documentary about the forced sexual servitude
of Koreans by the Janapese Imperial Army during World War II with discussion to follow in
Gates Common Room.
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$5 Matinee
Weekend Showing
Kimball’s Twin Peaks

Growing Democracy: It’s About
Getting Information will be shown
in Gates Common Room with
discussion to follow. Tickets at
Worner Desk.

The 3 Burials of Melquiades Estrada

2:30 5:15 7:45

Tuesday Only

Mrs. Henderson Presents

2:45 5:00

Match Point

8:00
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